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Abstract
Objectives: Software development is largely being transformed from traditional model based approach to plug and play 
component based approach which is required for enhancing reusability of the system for robust development. Methods/
Statistical Analysis: Tremendous techniques and models have been used and adopted for component qualification and 
adaptation using selection, construction, analysis and evaluation algorithms. The major task has always been to find 
an optimum centric approach to trade off the advantages of customized development and development using reusable 
components. Findings: CBSE environment and development by using various components as object, detail description 
and tools with platforms have been presented. The classification algorithms showed robustness of component, based on 
various extracted module. The ontology based algorithm is one of the robust techniques in the retrieval process. Futuristic 
implementation will emerge with this segregation cum classification scenario in a single unit that is to refine component 
presentation, management and retrieval. Applications/Improvements: Initially IBM Company adopted the concept 
of CBSE by using the System Object Model (SOM). The functions, libraries and UNIX pipes are some other examples of 
such approaches. The scope of the improvement, as far as findings and further work is concerned, lies with the selection, 
classification and retrieval scheme for component repositories. This has been improved with different representations of 
meta data of the component such as domain, interface, services and other semantic information.

1. Introduction
In Software engineering, the significance of reuse is inevi-
table. In the early days of computing, the programmers 
adopted the idea of reusability with the use of software 
libraries, functions, UNIX pipes. Today, every developer 
tends to build their complex software system within a 
small period. Such concepts can only be realized through 
the organized approach of ‘reusability’ with ‘Plug and 
Play’ methodology using Components off the Shelf 
(COTS). This reusable components-based approach has 
emerged from the object oriented approach to provide 
efficient ‘reuse’. A component is an independent execut-

able unit that has already been tested and deployed. These 
generic components are then selected from a repository 
to be assembled together to form a new software. 

In CBSE development model, each component is 
designed in a generic way to extend as much reuse as pos-
sible. These components are assembled to build various 
complex software in limited time and cost for different 
application domains. CBSE performs the two concurrent 
engineering activities: 

Ple product-line engineering, Cbd component-based 
software development. F Features, A Architecture ,C 
Compatibility, S Sequence, Os Organization structure, L 
Lifetime, Qu Qualities, UI User Interface, Ai added incre-
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mentally, UII usually identical, BC backward compatibility, 
SS sequentially, OTR One team for each release structured, 
SQ Same qualities, STS stays the same.

Table 1. CBSE concurrent engineering activities

Sr.
No

Activities Area Multiple 
Release 

Product Line 

1 Ple F AD usually are not a 
subset of another 
product

A UII instance of PL 
has its specific 
variations

C BC no compatibility 
S SS Independently
Os OTR structured 

organization
L old 

release
→ new 
release

indefinite lifetime

Qu SQ each product has 
different qualities

UI STS each product → 
different user 
interface

2 Cbd Areas
Domain Engineering
Management
Application analysis

Ple product-line engineering, Cbd component-based software devel-
opment. F Features, A Architecture ,C Compatibility, S Sequence, Os 
Organization structure, L Lifetime, Qu Qualities, UI User Interface, 
Ai added incrementally, UII usually identical, BC backward compat-
ibility, SS sequentially, OTR One team for each release structured, SQ 
Same qualities, STS stays the same

CBSE approach works well with the integration of the 
component models for developing the large and complex 
software systems. In addition, CBSE reassures the use of a 
predictable architectural strategy for enhancing the resul-
tant software quality.

In Table 1 the area, the activities related to Product 
line engineering and component-based development have 
been described. Software reuse is a pivotal to Assembly 
line development. In the production of new software 
system1, the domain knowledge is reused through the 
process of Assembly line development. It explores appli-

cation engineering to precisely determine the functional, 
data and behavioral components that are contenders 
for reuse. These precise components are accumulated in 
reuse libraries.

The different phases are covered in Figure 1 for devel-
oping the software application by components.

Figure 1. Component development lifecycle.

Component-based Development (CBD) analyses the 
customer requirements for developing an appropriate 
system by selecting the possible components for reuse. 
CBSE deals with necessary parameters in quality, cost, 
maintainability and throughput of the system. The devel-
opment of the application is done with CBSE by using the 
data exchange model which includes storage structure 
and an object model.

The object model2 observes one or more component 
standards that describe the method in which an appli-
cation can access the reusable objects. The component 
standard models commonly followed are:

•	 Microsoft COM, DCOM (Component Object 
Model, Distributed COM). 
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•	 Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
by OMG.

•	 Oracle’s Enterprise Java Beans (EJB). 

Component models specify the standards and provide 
the interface between the component and the application 
software3 where the components are used to build the 
integrated application software by using the list of com-
ponent models. Some other notable component model 
architectures in addition to the ones mentioned ear-
lier are NET, KOALA for consumer electronics, Fractal 
by ObjectWeb, SOFA by ObjectWeb and System Object 
Model (SOM) by IBM.

The phases of component development include: 
System requirements, design the components, develop 
the component and test the software4 with structural and 
behavioral testing. The major advantages of Component-
based software development lies in effective and easy 
management of complex applications, reduced devel-
opment time, increased productivity, improved quality, 
increased reliability, reduced development and ownership 
cost5. However, unsatisfied requirements, lack of effec-
tive software metric, quality of components are some of 
the challenges being faced in component based software 
approach.

Many organizations and researchers have contrib-
uted to Component-based software engineering by 
establishing the base of component models for software 
development at industry level. CBSE has also been sup-
ported with advanced technologies such as ActiveX, Web, 
JavaBeans. These component models provide the plat-
form services and horizontal services at the middleware 
between the components and the developing application. 
The platform services of component models are used 
to provide addressing, exception handling, component 
communication and other middle ware characterization6. 
The Horizontal services are the services independent of 
the software which are used by miscellaneous compo-
nents and provide the concurrency, security, persistence, 
Transaction Management, Resource Management and 
Component Management. The three most popular com-
ponent models COM/DCOM, EJP and CORBA cater to 
distinct level of services for developing the application.

1.1 COM: Model for Component Units
COM is model architecture from Microsoft Windows 
family that outlines direct interaction between the com-

ponents and clients. It is a specification of standard set 
to create components. COM allows any programming 
language having pointer to function to be used as source 
code for application. COM Component is made of rep-
resentative objects with identity and states. However, 
the source code is not accessible to the user. COM com-
ponents like exe files or DLL can be linked dynamically 
anytime when needed. These are completely reusable as 
well. The binary standard in COM enables automatic 
software upgradation and versioning. The communica-
tion can be done through interfaces of the component like 
Packaging API and Active Directory. The distributed ver-
sion of COM allows creating distributed applications over 
heterogeneous networks with a complete transparency 
of physical topology to the users. This means the objects 
may be lying at the remote computer but will work as if 
located on the local system.

1.2 Enterprise Java Beans
The server-side development framework Enterprise Java 
Beans is used for modular construction of highly robust 
and scalable distributed systems. A classical EJB system 
consists of EJB server, EJB client, EJB container, Java bean 
and some extension services like JDBC JMI and A Java 
Bean is a reusable component built to inter-operate across 
all Java based platforms. There are beans viz. time based 
such as session, object based such as entity and token 
based such as message driven. Time based beans such as 
Session are maintained till the time the calling client is 
alive. These can be either stateful of stateless. Entity beans 
implement various business units like rules, logistics etc. 
The EJB applications are implemented on JEE compliant 
Application Servers such as JBOSS, Web Logic etc.

1.3 Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture
CORBA or Request Broker based Architecture for 
Common Object is a middleware architecture and infra-
structure that uses IIOP protocol to enable systems to 
interoperate. It is an application framework originated 
by the group that manages objects that is OMG that pro-
vides protocols and standards for integrating application 
development. It is a suite of protocols that offers reus-
able, interoperable and portable features specifications of 
object based software components in a distributed envi-
ronment. CORBA is largely used in OODS since it gives 
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a reliable and consistent distributed programming and 
environment which is run-time in nature over diverse, 
heterogeneous and distributed technologies.

These Component Models provide conformance and 
standardization to the developing system with the usage 
of component based software engineering.

2. Background and Motivation
The idea of developing the application system using 
components first came into existence at North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization conference on software engineer-
ing titled as Mass Produced Software Components in 
1968 by Douglas MacIlroy in Germany. In early 1990s, 
the IBM Company adopted the concept of CBSE by using 
the System Object Model (SOM). Then the CBSE concept 
was extended by the Microsoft Company for developing 
their software using the Object Linking and Embedding 
(OLE) and Component Object Model (COM). As of now 
in 2016, Component based development has formed the 
basis of software development in one or the other way in 
many of the companies. The available literature suggests 
the prominent research involving component develop-
ment activities.

In7 author has proposed a draft for achieving the 
advanced standardization life cycle model for component 
based system with application packages. Therefore they 
propose amalgamation of component based life cycles in 
order to retain a scheme functioning and defensible. 

In8 author has surveyed the current approach of 
component based software advance technology and 
determined the advantages and disadvantages while 
developing the software system. There has been consid-
ered the Quality Assurance issues for CBS and a model 
for QA has also been proposed to cover the requirement 
analysis phase, development phase, Certification phase, 
designing and testing phase in the component based soft-
ware system. 

In9 the author has presented an overview of existing 
component models in use. Also a few successful instances 
of CBD are shown.

In10 the author has analyzed the current component 
models and classified them into a taxonomy methodol-
ogy with its key characteristics. These models have also 
been evaluated. Also reusable components and operators 
of composition which perform better systematic compo-
sition have also been used in models. It is concluded the 

robust model must have the key features of oops such as 
encapsulation and compositionality.

In11 the author has figured that the practice of 
Component based development outperform when one 
compare it with some s/w developments those are tradi-
tional. The process model such as object oriented has been 
emerged as a novel, unique process model for develop-
ment based on component. The main role of the repository 
in component development has been illustrated in detail. 
From the results one can concluded that CBD technique 
is much better for the cost effective parameter along with 
time saving and productive for software development. 

In12 the author presented an experience with corpora-
tion in the field of CBSE. It has been experimented with 
a number of industries/organizations having big proj-
ects with number of small projects as partner under the 
research wing. Each of this entity of cooperation has its 
own pro and cons.

In13 the author has introduced the CBSE for the 
purpose of reusability for definition and deployment of 
independent component units into complex software 
structures. The interfaces of a component specifies its 
functions, explicit dependencies and the interfaces and 
its processes whereas the component model consists of 
a framework with standards and rules for COTS selec-
tion for compliance by component assembling team. A 
detailed evaluation criterion has been specified for refine-
ment of application requirements. The evaluation process 
tends to be positively affected by the definition of detailed 
evaluation criteria driven by user requirements.

In14 the author has evaluated CBSE approach 
towards software development by deploying a Personal 
Information System. A service calculation software com-
ponent has been developed for multiple system nodes 
within PIS. Such hybrid and heterogeneous software 
system require inter-operability to perform precise and 
accurate calculation. A clear feasibility study of the whole 
set up of CBD leads to better reusability, tractability and 
maintenance.

In15 author has focused on the task of a precise selec-
tion and retrieval of component given a query for certain 
software development. A thorough review of various 
tools and algorithms for exact component retrieval from 
available well-structured component repositories has 
been done. 

In16 the authors have presented component retrieval 
approaches that incorporate not just the syntactic infor-
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mation but also the semantic and ontology data17 as 
well. The meta-data model that takes into account the 
faceted taxonomy and repository along with a matching 
algorithm results in all possible relevant interrelated com-
ponents.

Table 2. (Algorithm 1) Classification of components 
in CBSE

Algorithm_Classification_of_Components
Begin:
Step 1. Extraction Algorithm 
                 { 
Step 2.            Input the Program Filename called FName
                                   // FName or any other variable user choice 
Step 3.                While S = GetLine(FName) <> null
                              //Read all entries till the end of file  
 [Repeat Steps 4 to 11] 
Step 4.                                   if Contains(S, “c”) 
                                                       {
                                                               //c is class  
Step 5.                                                           M++ 
                                                                            //M= Module 
Step 6.                                     EM = Extract Module(S)
                                     // Extract all module for given file  
Step 7.                               M = Tm(EM) 
                                                                // Tm =Total Modules
Step 8.                             Me = Get Me (M)
                                                                   // Me =Methods 
Step 9.                               TMe = TMe + length(Me) 
                                                                   // TMe=Total 
Methods 
Step 10.                             A = Get A (M) 
Step 11.                            Ta = TotalAttributes + length(A)
                                        // Ta=Total Attributes, A= Attributes 
                                                         } 
                          Return (M, TMe, TotalAttributes,) 
                    }
End 

In18 the author has suggested that selection and iden-
tity of object as component for business through grouping 
method such as clustering. This proposed technique is 
handful for choosing components those are reusable with 
various sections such as domains also in the selection 
of newly configured component as reconfigured entities 
using the CBO measure that eliminate bonding between 
the entities such as objects for increased productivity in 
the organization.

In19 the author has presented the representation of 
software component in the form of a suffix tree. A suffix 
tree data structure generates and represents components 
for effective modeling and specification. This further aids 

in effective component search from within the compo-
nent repository. A multilevel suffix tree is built that is 
pruned at each level over the given keywords. Hence, edge 
based modeling under single symbol retrieval is done. 
The system performance and efficiency is based entirely 
on the pattern specification done for a defined require-
ment analysis.

A probable sequence of steps for the proposed effi-
cient search is given as in Algorithm 1 in Table 2. First, the 
file name of the software repository is given in which the 
required component is to be searched. Repository selec-
tion is followed by the retrieval of components that are 
classified on the basis of type (for example a class, func-
tion or parameter). Then, an effective representation on 
components is done using suffix tree. This is followed by 
applying the keywords for the required component using 
keyword based search. Finally, the search results are pre-
sented to the user. It may indicate that if the necessary 
entity such as component exists in repository or exist 
somewhere else. The process of searching will repeat for 
all file entity for the full project.

In20 the author has worked on explicit model of reli-
ability and probabilistic approach for prediction entities 
such as components. In this, the reliability schema models 
are by design converted into Markov models by reliabil-
ity prediction tool. The evaluation of the given approach 
using case studies in terms of reliability prediction and 
sensitivity analysis has proven the effective and correct 
design decisions making.

In21 author describes the model system theory for 
software engineering design process. The overall design 
process in software development has been bifurcated into 
two concepts. The first one is decision making concept 
and the other one is a decision-under-risk process based 
on values. The model system concept has been considered 
as a set of interrelated homogeneous software compo-
nents used for definition, development, and delivery of a 
software system. The model system concept as practiced 
in industry and academia enables representation of the 
manifold aspects of the project like stakeholders, domain 
areas and elements related to decision making process. 

A Recent Article Published in January 2016 gives an 
insight into the future innovations in the field of compo-
nent based development.

A meta-data repository based on the equation of facet 
and term space has been established with an abstract 
knowledge of its domain which formed coherent retrieval 
in the domain. Such an approach has shown to give 
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promising results in terms of precision and recall param-
eters. A comparison of results through general faceted 
retrieval and the meta-data method are shown as in Table 
3 - Software engineering22. Future Software development 
may prevent car collisions, help fight human trafficking 
and predict genocide, enable electronic prescriptions and 
health records that save thousands of lives and is going 
to change the way doctors perform life-saving surgeries. 
All these embedded real time software development and 
implementation would be largely component based soft-
ware engineering.

3. CBSE Retrieval Technique
Most component retrieval methods currently available 
for the users could be defined from three different per-
spectives each considering some aspect of the component 
retrieval method as presented in Figure 2. These three per-
spectives are: Component representation23, component 
query specification that is focused on the requirements of 
the user and component retrieval process. 

Component based Software Engineering deals with 
the challenge of precise component selection out of a 
large number of reusable components that are individu-
ally developed tested and stored in different structured 
repositories. For an efficient and precise retrieval of com-
ponent, the conventional information mining methods 
are not enough. So, the domain engineering is done and 
the semantics and specification data is also incorporated 
in the retrieval process.

In24 the author provides a solution based on ontology-
based component repository to overcome the limitations 
of the traditional method. Using the data mining retrieval 
methods, the search engines for the users query process-
ing are based mainly on literal matching of keywords to 
retrieve software components specification. But in this the 
conceptual meaning of the keywords and their synonyms 

are not applied. So, the author has used formal axioms to 
represent detailed information on concepts and their rela-
tionships as well as restrictions related to properties and 
concept values. The semantic-based approach makes the 
component retrieval more efficient and precise. Semantic 
information of a component may include the description 
logics in ontology languages with ontological components 
descriptions. Therefore, an ontological-based retrieval 
model based on semantic data of components proves 
worthwhile.

Figure 2. Component retrieval method classification.

Reusability refers to putting into use already tested 
and deployed software units so that the effort of working 
from scratch every time for the same task can be saved. 

Almost every output from SDLC phases like the 
SRS, source code, design documents and other manu-
als. It is important to note that there is a tradeoff between 
the usability and reusability of software components. 
Successful reuse in component based software engineer-
ing paradigm requires having a large variety of good 
quality generic entities as components, well-structured 
ontology and proper classification and retrieval proce-
dures. Effective software reuse implies having access to 
suitable and relevant components by users. The search 
and retrieval mechanism must have a high–level query 
formulation system that can generate queries on the 
basis of component semantic and domain information. 

Table 3. The Experiment results of software components retrieval.

The Method of 
Retrieval

Components in 
Repository

Component 
Retrieved

Relevant 
Component 
Retrieved

Relevant 
Components in 
the index

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

Tfr 400 380 320 350 84 91
MDLF 400 372 323 348 86 92
MRBR 400 375 340 344 90 97
Mdr(Proposed Method) 400 392 375 380 96 98

Tfr =Traditional faceted retrieval, MDLF = MDL File based retrieval, MRBR Metadata repository based retrieval, Mdr Metadata 
repository and ontology based component retrieval
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Accurate and precise component retrieval is followed by 
requirement customization or the component adaptation 
with the help of glue code if the need arises. Classifying 
software components supports quick retrieval by orga-
nizing the components into structures on the basis on 
domain, keywords, facet, specification etc. Different com-
ponent classification and retrieval techniques have been 
used so far for reusable component repositories namely 
keyword based, Faceted, Enumerated, Attribute Value, 
Specification/signature based, Boolean, probabilistic, vec-
tor model odds, tf-idf and HTML based classifications. A 
matching algorithm is used to retrieve the best relevant 
component given a user query. The component modules 
communicate using common interfaces. Therefore, the 
overall architecture of proposed system has three major 
phases as it is shown in Algorithm 2 in Table 3.

Table 3. (Algorithm 2) Ontology based component 
retrieval method

Algorithm: Ontology_Component_Retrieval

Begin:

Step 1: CQ,T
// CQ = Component based developer’s query
//T= tokenization
Step 2:  For (F=1,F<Lf,F++)
                { 
Step 3:         Extract features and stored in feature vector
                    Create Fv

                                                        //  Feature vector Fv where Fv€ CQ,T
Step 4:          Perform SS
 // Technique with RDF KB Database by distributed 
component repositories through ontology construction.
                                                         //SS= semantic similarity
Step 5:         Perform So using ontological indexing
           // So Component Ontological Searching and 
retrieving 
Step 6:  Perform Ordering 
             //Sequencing and order & display of retrieval 
components. 
Step 7:            Perform Roc
                                    // Roc Retrieved Ordered Components.
             }
End

3.1 Keyword based Retrieval Technique
The retrieval system with free text classification or uncon-
trolled vocabulary generally applies the simplest form of 
search called a keyword based search. The user need to 
input certain words called keywords in the query to be 

looked for in the database or repository. Matching is done 
word by word and then a list of relevant components with 
a ranking is returned to the user. Keyword based search 
being the simplest search technique is widely used by web 
search engines and component recommenders in com-
bination with other techniques. Most popular retrieval 
websites support keyword-based findings as initial tech-
nique for searching to find documents and web resources 
such as web sites. Free-text classification firstly analyses 
the number of occurrences of words or terms, called 
term frequency. These frequencies are used to derive rel-
evant keywords through associated positional/statistical 
properties. This weighting is called automatic indexing. 
Indexing and searching are the two major processes in 
keyword search. The indexing process works to create a 
list of search items from all the available components in 
different repositories. This list is then utilized while the 
search process takes place. Keyword based search allows 
users for free text queries which also can lead to chal-
lenges like:

•	 Identify keywords to best explain the user need 
in a query.

•	 Possible ways in which a user may search.

3.2 Enumerated based Retrieval Technique
They said classification is a one-dimensional classifica-
tion which implies the collection of mutually-exclusive 
objects in the classes. The DD (Dewey Decimal) model 
used to segregates or classify books in a library is a typi-
cal example of such classification. Each subject area like 
Science, arts, literature etc, has a unique classifying code. 
Being as further code (Sub) of this it behaves as specialist 
area within the main class as subject. These codes can fur-
ther be sub coded to many levels. This classification does 
not work well with the reusable component repositories 
since its one dimension mutual exclusion feature does 
not permit choice based classification of entities as com-
ponents to multiple place reusable software components. 
However it provides subtle support for best retrieval of 
components.

3.3 Attribute Value Retrieval Technique
The said classification scheme uses a set of parameters 
to classify various entities as components. In the library 
coding example, consider a book with attributes like title 
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of the book, publication house, number of pages, year, 
edition and an ISBN number which is unique and catego-
rized code in the Dewey Decimal system7,25. Hence, the 
query can be framed based on such attributes to search 
a particular component. The challenges in component 
attribute classification can be:

•	 Variable attribute dimensions. The attributes 
being used to classify a component can vary 
from one repository to another.

•	 Dynamic attributes. All possible variations of 
parameters may not be known in advance at the 
time of classification.

3.4 Faceted Retrieval Technique
Facet based classification was proposed by author9. It 
depends on the facets, each of which represents a feature 
or a component descriptor. Experts carefully extract these 
facets that carry information about the functionality and 
implementation process related to the component. In this, 
the users are given choice in an exploratory or guided way 
to select features available for search. This helps the users 
to accomplish their search goals in a quick and efficient 
manner. Although this technique requires effort and labor 
for detailed representation of component descriptor, the 
retrieval of component has already been proved with the 
said method from repositories. The faceted scheme pro-
posed by Prieto-Diaz used six facets.

•	 The functional facets can be: Function, proce-
dures, Objects, routines.

•	 The environmental facets may include: Operating 
System, Network parameters, lines of Code. Each 
facet25 is assigned a value at the time of classifica-
tion of the components.

It is an enhanced version of the pre-enumerated 
vocabulary method that also takes account of domain 
knowledge as well23 when designing the facets. In26,27 

authors have emphasized Facet retrieval to be one of the 
most far and wide approach that has been used in the 
retrieval techniques. Each facet represents the essential 
characters of components. Facets are evolved and formed 
by identification and then collection of certain relevant 
terms called vocabulary of the field. This organized way 
of classifying terms and hence the components as per the 
domain improves the retrieval process equally. In addi-
tion to this, such a cataloging arrangement also adds up 
for filtering and evolution of typical terminology and lexis 

for components and the associated attributes. Thus, the 
whole scheme is composed of a number of facets which 
further are made up of interrelated terms and words.

Although this method may seem as the most appro-
priate of the earlier mentioned methods, it has some 
limitations when it comes to forming the facets. The fac-
ets with a very complex design make the classification of 
components even a more difficult task since all compo-
nents classified into different categories is challenging for 
users to understand. On the other hand, this method also 
performs low on too few or very simple facets as then a 
large number of components fall in same classification. 
This will defeat the purpose of the retrieval algorithm if 
the users will have to select further manually. One of the 
major problems with this method is that in most cases 
sufficient number of components do not come out as an 
exact match due to widespread dissimilarities between 
given components descriptions and component require-
ments that are later defined by the user.

3.5 Query and Browsing based Retrieval 
Technique
Querying forms an essential activity while retrieval takes 
place. The actual requirements are framed into a question 
or structured ‘query’ that is inputted to the retrieval sys-
tem. The query is match with the available components 
in the repository and the relevant set of components is 
returned. In certain cases, query formulation becomes an 
arduous task due to unclear requirements and dearth of 
component domain terms. In such cases, browsing based 
retrieval may resolve the problem. Browsing refers to 
exploration and navigation of interlinked links. It enables 
users to traverse and then decide about the relevance of 
the information of components. The researchers claim 
that in component based development approach with 
ambiguous and vague requirements; the assemblers and 
component selectors majorly count on the browsing 
based retrieval to be acquainted with the existing compo-
nents and the repositories.

3.6 TF-IDF
Term-frequency and Inverse Document frequency is a 
statistical numerical value that is used to assign weights 
to terms in a component. It helps to rank them in the 
order of relevance and importance with respect to a 
given query. This can be done at expression, document or 
entire component level so as to get precise results. TF-IDF 
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computation forms an essential part in keyword based 
retrieval.

3.7 Component Retrieval based on MDL 
Format
The unified modeling language with object representation 
can be utilized for component retrieval process to enable 
effective software reuse. This merger can help identify 
already available matching components during fabrica-
tion prior to the actual development. Therefore, it paves a 
natural way to reduced development effort. To add to the 
tools for software reuse and UML, one such Component 
Retrieval Search Engine has been proposed by28. This dia-
grammatic illustration eases the selection and extraction 
of the exactly as per Table 4 suitable component out of a 
repository. The diagrams of UML are modeled in Rational 
Rose and stored in MDL file format. These UML designs 
along with the source codes are stored in the Repository. 
After that a search engine is there to extract diagrams, 
as well as source codes from the repository according 
to requirements of the user, by search technique. The 
work presented can even produce more delicate reports 
depending upon the output required.

•	 UML with s/w re-use working together can be 
used to fetch appropriate components.

•	 The search of diagrams as well as source codes 
from the repository can be made to search for 
compatible software/components available in the 
repository before designing and coding by pro-
viding the MDL file to the search engine.

•	 The search can be made on class diagrams to find 
in accordance with structural description of s/w.

•	 The search can be made on use case diagrams to 
find in accordance with requirements specifica-
tion of s/w.

•	 The search results are shown in descending way 
of % age match. So the role of (re) user to find 
the best-fit entity as component from the found 
result is much easier.

It has been observed that there is a considerable 
improvement in precision and recall.

3.8 XML Retrieving Method 
Another approved method when it comes to retrieving 
components in cases when components are presented 

as16 documents is XML retrieving method. It is guided by 
the idea to return only the most matched components (as 
entity) that answer the query specification. This method 
is further classified into 2 sub-tasks that are based on 
Content Only (CO) which is the simpler version where the 
user specifies queries as simple text and the search engine 
returns the most relevant XML of entities as components 
that answer the concepts (query based). The other one is 
the content/Structure topics (CAS) where the user can 
define the desired component to be returned by XPath by 
limiting concepts (query based) to particular XML tags. 
The primary version of this method has some extensions 
like a document pivot that scales scores of components by 
the score of their running entities as article that make sig-
nificant improvement to the result. Another extension is 
to apply Automatic Query Refinement (AQR) algorithms 
on top of XML component ranking that gives excellent 
results in the CO track. Since there are many possible 
combinations of AQR parameters and their variants, the 
combination (best) that is to provide the best results is not 
found yet.

Table 4. (Algorithm 3) Reusability of the component 
through retrieval based on MDL format

Algorithm Reusability_ Component_ Retrieval Based on 
MDL Format
Step 1: Initialize User database  Ud and Iq-MDL
//Where Iq-MDL is query MDL file
Step 2:  Read  Ud and Iq-MDL
Step 3:   For any Se
//Where Se Search engine 
                        (Se =1, Se<< Sel , Se++)
//Where Sel is lth search engine 
                          {
Perform Retrieval designs and source code through  
repository and main developer
                           }
                                  Call  Repository Manager. 

3.9 Signature Matching Method 
The said technique implies the signatures to recognize 
and hence to illustrate entities such as components and 
suitable queries and so with this to achieve a specification 
of the interfaces of entities for example no and associate 
types of i/p and o/p variables. The said method is highly 
recommended while searching for components that are 
meant to be implemented by using strongly typed pro-
gramming. The problem with this method is its lack of 
ability for searching con-text information.
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3.10 Behavior based Retrieval Method 
In this case the method is focused on the executable com-
ponents special characteristics. With this method queries 
are processed by a unique group as a set of i/p units as 
samples and their desired outputs when components take 
the form of executable codes. The retrieving begins with 
selecting samples that in the next step are used to exe-
cute the components. After the components are executed, 
those that give the appropriate output are retrieved. The 
problem with this component retrieval method is that it 
has low efficiency because it has long execution time and 
it is designed only for executable software components.

3.11 Knowledge based Retrieval Technique
It is the method that implies various type of reasoning 
which associate and relate the unique entity as query 
with previous one, alternatively that relate with the query 
of the components. The said methodology of retrieval 
is entirely based on making of decision on the basis of 
the knowledge-base present for the application domain. 
These methodologies maintain a database that consists of 
semantic analysis of NLP specifications, lexical, syntactic 
of s/w entities such as components. It manages the whole 
process by storing and matching the semantic informa-
tion about the application domain (under test) and using 
natural language. This technique implies the use of a set 
of text which is verified by checking whether it is zero or 
partially/fully filled. In case the text set is not null then 
one can select the text for analysis by finding the topic 
which is found from the data base (dictionary) and the 
library of topic feature aggregation formula. Certain rules 
are applied on the methodologies to cater the need of 
finding the topic result in final o/p.

3.12 Hypertext based Retrieval
The hypertext based method uses the non-linear strategy 
for the design of information to the nodes links of the 
networks. The technique is based on the interconnection 
of the nodes where every tuple of the node is presented 
by link and each node is integral unit of textual informa-
tion. The tuple is represented by parent node as starting 
point and destination node as ending point. The link may 
be one sided or multi directional. The information which 
is stored can be accessed by traversing along the links. 
Further links may be termed as pointer.

3.13 Semantic based Component Retrieval 
Technique
The semantic based retrieval methodology fetches the 
entities27 that is the component on the concrete founda-
tion of description about their domain (components). 
This approach can fetch the component entities on the 
features where features may be the entries in the vector 
set. These components are fetched from the database of 
repositories according to the matching scenario where as 
the meaning of every entry that is meaning of the compo-
nent is mentioned in the repository. The procedure makes 
decision and without having a rigid and total knowledge 
of description the complete analysis has been performed 
the analysis is based on the information base that is stored 
using the semantics.

3.14 Genetic Algorithm based Approach
The genetic based information retrieval method is based 
on the natural selection and natural genetics in a bio sys-
tem. The Darwin theory of the survival of the fittest is 
adopted. The algorithm is non- deterministic in nature 
which means it is used in situations where optimization 
necessity is high and requirement of model evolving 
system is must. The said algorithm gives the best and 
accurate findings in the form of result to the situations by 
historical breeding the population of sample under test. 
The steps selection and reproduction crossover and muta-
tion are the integral parameters in the algorithm.

•	 SELECTION and REPRODUCTION: For ini-
tialization of the population and random select a 
sample which further fits the best 

•	 CROSSOVER: From the cluster of fit samples, 
crossing find it place between the two samples 
(fit). The form of information exchange in bits 
even in string format is computational. 

•	 MUTATION: The process immediate after the 
information exchange, there is the changing of 
the bits scenario. This implies the complete bit 1 
is converted to 0 and vice versa. 

3.15 Formal Specification Technique
Formal specifications used mathematical notations to 
describe the properties of computer system without rul-
ing the way in which these properties are achieved. These 
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describe the functionality29 done by system rather than 
actual description that is how it has been done. These 
abstractions make this technique apt for developing a 
computer system because they allow question about 
which the system do confidentially.

3.16 Structural Classification Technique 
(Informational Specification Techniques)
The authors26,30 suggested a technique called as structural 
classification for the retrieval of component that incor-
porates features of structure extraction. The crux of the 
methodology lies in getting the structural information 
rather than their function. For the set of two different 
sets of criteria that one can use to select test components 
in a s/w library as functional criteria that looks for the 
function with similar properties based on functionality 
as query and structural criteria that look for the similar 
structure as best possible answer cum solution to the 
query. Functional criterion is good for black box reuse 
and structural criteria are best adapted by white box reuse. 
Signing and specification are the two methods in the 
structural classification. The formula, logic are the basic 
building blocks for any said classification. The component 
retrieval method uses proof theorem strategy to correlate 
the query with the entities (as components) in library 
specifications. Classes as object are defined through many 
set of feature signature. However the signature matching 
approach assumes the pre information (knowledge) of the 
permitted set of the signatures in the system. There are 
many flops of the structural classification 

It is only aimed at white box reuse, so it only searches 
for approximate retrieval of the components.

Till date these methods are mainly in laboratory use.
Proof theorem that is required to match in library is 

very complex.
Signature matching technique is only beneficial if par-

tial or full information or knowledge of the signature is 
pre-defined or known.

3.17 Behavioral Retrieval Technique 
(Informational Specification Techniques)
The behavioral retrieval technique is used to retrieve 
the component from repository. This focuses mainly 
on the behavior of the component. Behavioral retrieval 
is performed by exploiting s/w component’s ability to 
execute. The codes are performed through components 

and answers are recorded. Fetching of the information 
is achieved by selecting the entity which is very much 
close proximity of the prerecorded set of desired results. 
The method is called ‘behavioral matching’ technique. 
Normally the said technique excites each component with 
i/p data stream in a fashion to fetch the entities that pres-
ent the required behavior. Some flops of the technique are: 

Random selection of the test samples to excite all 
operations in s/w library with a signature that best cor-
relate the required one. More or less it is similar to black 
box testing.

3.18 Specification based Approach 
(Informational Specification Techniques)
Specification based approach30 is useful for the enter-
prises where the reusability of the component is a major 
area of concern. The relation in the said methodology 
performs in 2 levels: Operation level and component level 
for business. In operation level the i/p is data type of busi-
ness where as o/p data types and the related taxonomy 
of operations calculate similarity b/w operations that are 
business related. In the other type that is the component 
level, 5 attributes are matched b/w components. The simi-
larity degree is the key parameter for the reusability. At 
last a query based process such as SQL is used for the 
retrieval from the repositories.

In the comparison with the other approaches, the said 
approach has the following features. The model is both 
static and dynamic in nature for getting structural infor-
mation. 

Further it is a multi-folded technique where the 
semantic information plays a crucial role for information 
retrieval from the repository.

3.19 Intelligent Classification Scheme
Intelligent classification scheme is also used to retrieve 
the components. This method for the segregation and 
fetching of components is divided28 into two phases. In 
the first phase the classification, encoding and discovery 
are the key parameters. The second phase involves fetch-
ing of component from the reusable repository. 

The Genetic Algorithm is used for the evolution of 
small no of different classifiers. This classification sce-
nario portions the components into the small sets. The 
process results into the fast fetching of the right compo-
nents according to the choice of the user. In the coding 
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the components are entirely encoded into binary for-
mat. The set of classifier which are non-heterogeneous 
emerge through the bit string process from the Genetic 
Algorithms. The component is then searched by the user 
in the fetching phase. 

The user sets the attributes through the vector set of 
the desired component and sets the limit of threshold to 
become a matched component.  First the user will enter 
the desired characteristics of a component which he 
wants to retrieve from the reuse repository, through an 
interface. Second the user will set the matching threshold 
value (for less threshold, a large group of relevant com-
ponents will be retrieved and vice versa). For instance, 
for value of 33% minimum, 33% features are matched to 
those of the features of the components.

Fetching of information through retrieval methods 
based on feature characteristics need the user to place the 
list of some of the parameters of the entities as component 
sought. Informal methods inculcate the properties of key-
word based search, sometimes multi-attribute search with 
natural language interfaces. Major algorithms can be clas-
sified and named as the follows: 

•	 Natural language interface.
•	 Formal specification.
•	 Case based retrieval.
•	 External Classification.
•	 Encoding component description.
•	 Optimization approach.
•	 Full text indexing.
•	 Conversational case based reasoning.
•	 Rough fuzzy approach.
•	 Genetic Algorithm.
•	 Intelligent classification scheme.
•	 Specification based approach.
•	 Free text and faceted classification.
•	 Behavioral and structural classification.
•	 Attribute value.

4. Design of Component based 
Retrieval System
Retrieval of Components27 from repositories can be iden-
tified through following techniques. 

•	 Keyword based.
•	 Faceted.

•	 Specification/signature.
•	 Probabilistic. 
•	 Vector model odds, TF-IDF.
•	 HTML based.

5. Conclusion
We report the CBSE environment and development by 
using various object, architecture and language platform. 
The classification algorithms showed how one can clas-
sify the component based on various extracted module. 
The ontology based algorithm shows the robustness of 
the retrieval techniques. The major task of repository and 
hence component management may be achieved by using 
MDL format based algorithm for reusability criterion. 
Futuristic implementation will emerge with this segre-
gation cum classification scenario that will be to refine 
the scenario for component presentation based on mul-
timedia and tired platform. Further crucial target of the 
repository scenario is to establish attributes to support 
logic generation. Indeed many methods of normalization 
and optimizing system for time saving with fast process-
ing keeping efficiency at high must be explored in manner 
to keep the robustness of effective design tool for the 
repository fetching and management.
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